Wikimédia Magyarország
• Founded in November 2008
• 30 members
• Budget: donations (~€1000), grants (up to €17 000)
  – from January 2011 we’ll be eligible for individual income tax allocations (donors can offer 1% of their income tax to eligible charities and churches)
MAIN ACTIVITIES IN THE LAST YEAR
Cooperation with academia

PhD-programme

WikiLibrary
National Bank of Hungary

• Amendment of the Bank’s order regarding the digital reproductions of Hungarian banknotes and the euro

• Clearing up the copyright question surrounding various coins
Wikimedia goodies

• For use in various competitions
  – Article writing contest
  – Photo contest
  – “Spring clean-up” contest
Plans for the near future

• Hungarian Toolserver
• WikiCamp
• Wikimuseum (GLAM-cooperation)